
• Routine to replace old PC 

• install pre-set GALDABINI testing software … 

• fix SQL-error message / use of Graphwork with several user  
 

 

Products 

Testing / control software  GRAPHWORK (universal testing machines) and IMPACT (impact testing machines) 

Reasons of the procedure (and not to use the installation CD of GALDABINI): 

• While installation of the machine GALDABINI / S+L technician will prepare your special testing methods 

• Also he may do some fine tuning of the software according to your special material 

• May be also (at the annual calibration) the technician will implement some other calibration values 

• And finally all your methods and results (even pre-set methods) has to be transferred to the next / new PC 

So finally (once the system is used) you can't use the original settings of the installation CD because you have to be sure all calibration 

values / settings / methods / results are quite from newest date … 

Importunate hint: GALDABINI and S+L are not responsible to back up your software / methods / results. 

We recommend to "link" your method and results to the server where a backup system is running. 

Also do once (after each new calibration) a backup of the main software: C:\Graphwork (all files but without method …) 

Please never run a setup of the testing software unless you have done a backup: 

The new setup will install all in default factory settings and may overwrite the latest calibration and …! 

Steps to replace the PC / to repair an SQL-error message or printer error 

The testing software of GALDABINI is not a multi user system (login at WINDOWS). When you installed as ADMINISTRATOR the next 

user will miss all settings and rights. But it is possible to enable this for different user as below. 

1.) Login as Administrator 

2.) Give to all users you like to run the testing software (temporary) the full rights (like administrator) 

Hint:   a.) After the routine don't forget to remove this rights 

   b.) Make sure that  C:\GRAPHWORK 

  (X: means mapped drive):  X:\Methods and results  will have full rights to read / write / change 

3.) Only for already used PC to fix SQL-error or printer error (for fresh PC not required) 

Rename the original folder  C:\Graphwork  to for example  C:\GRAPHWORK-good-running 

4.) Run (as Administrator) the first setup.exe in main folder of CD 

5.) Log out and log in as first / second / third … user and start the setup.exe in main folder of CD 

6.) Log out and log in again as Administrator 

new PC: 

7.) Delete all content of folder  C:\Graphwork   and leave the folder still there  

8.) Copy all the backup files from old PC into this folder and run the software for testing 

Only to fix SQL-error or printer error: 

7.) Delete the new installation  C:\Graphwork 

8.) Rename    C:\GRAPHWORK-good-running  to  C:\Graphwork 

9.) Missing methods / results / load pre-set methods: Inside GRAPHWORK use Browse to load 

 

 

a.) Test methods  extension your name.met 

b.) Results (Log-files named name  sun.log 

 

Why is it necessary to follow this procedure?     

It is not possible to run the software only by copying the backup to new PC. 

It is like to open an excel file: If the office software is not installed the PC does not know to open the excel file. 

And also GRAPHWORK / IMPACT software has to prepare the WINDOWS-settings / database systems / SQL-settings 

While running the setup not only the testing software will be installed: Also SQL machine + other will be implemented to WINDOWS… 

Your old PC is crashed and you need your results / methods / settings  

TIP: Your old PC is crashed, WINDOWS does not start and all your settings / methods / results are needed? 

In mostly all cases this is not a problem of the PC / hard drive - it is a problem that complex WINDOWS system is destroyed. 

All other data are still on the hard disk. You may purchase an adapter to connect your hard disk via adapter to another PC. 

With this adapter you will use the hard disc of your old PC like an external drive and you can back up all you need… 

 

Link to product 

at company CONRAD 

 

 

For further questions please contact our service. 

Fon +39 0331 - 732726 

Mail info@galdabini.it 


